Lt1 swap harness

Here is some helpful information if you want to modify your stock truck wiring harness your self
This junction block is part of the main engine harness, that screws into the bottom of
under-hood fuse block. If you want to use the whole fuse block you can, but I like to keep it
clean, and wire a lot of these together. There are a lot of wires here. Each injector has its own
power wire all the way to this block. All 8 of them can be wired together into a single fuse to
clean things up. This is what is done inside the fuse block. Be sure to look at the pictures of the
harness at bottom of this page. That is all to get a much cleaner look, and to simplify things
later on if you have to troubleshoot anything. Provide fuel pressure to the rails, turn engine over
with starter, and it will run! This would be the most basic simple way to run. There are signals
for brake switch, tow haul, all of which are found in the connectors near the fuse block
connector. I don't recommend just combining all the pink wires into one and powering it. You
are asking for issues if there is ever a short, including melted wires, fire, so on. Click for info.
Oxygen Sensor types information - Page about the different o2 sensors used, differences in
wiring, and function. Pinouts, Pictures, Video! You can also download this in a PDF printable file
with all my notes. Thanks Paul C. Low Quality 3. Now adding videos to my YouTube channel.
There will be more to come. If you want to run without the large under hood fuse block,
following info might help to see which wires go where. This is C2 - Underhood Fuse Block
connector. This connector is part of Engine Harness. If you look closely on you're harness, this
plug has the letters and numbers printed on the plug. C, black, 3 wires. Click Year for Pinouts
for Truck Harnesses. Some of the wires inside these links are made BOLD. This typically means
this wire is needed or very useful in a stand alone harness setup. C2 information is in these
links. Info is more complete for , Later years should be similar, use circuit 's to compair. Around
, the engines no longer had EGR, so that does away with 5 wires. The differences in the 's don't
matter a bit when making a harness stand alone. Very detailed info for what to remove, keep, etc
is just a few lines down, I leave all this info so you can see changes year to year if you lik. All
the grounds needed will be in the engine harness. Should be a few of them. Rear of engine
behind intake, should be two grounds. For !! This is all you need for stand alone. Pin 42 - empty
- Fan 1 Control - This will be empty on harnesses. A pin can be added for electric fan control.
Programming will enable the fan control. If you have two fans, keep reading, pin for fan 2 will be
on the RED connector C2. You must wire your fans through a relay. Hot at all times. PCM will
turn on the fuel pump for 2 seconds at initial key on. When the engine cranks or starts, the fuel
pump will then continue to run, untill the engine stops, or you shut off the key. Stock
programming of the PCM will output a 4 cylinder tach signal. This way you don't have to modify
your tach. In an engine swap, programming can be changed to let this control a second cooling
fan. The PCM takes the sensor signal, and calculates the tire size, gear ratio programmed into it,
and makes a pulse per mile signal. This is useful if you want to use a cruise control box. Some
speedometers will use this as an input, others, like Autometer's, will hook directly to one wire of
the speed sensor in the trans. After pins are removed, AND some labeled, I start working into
the harness to remove un-needed wires that are now removed from the PCM connectors. Some
will pull right out, as they went to C, C, or C2 Underhood. Pull all the loose wires that go deeper
into the harness back past where the original C, C were located. Tightly tape up the wire bundle
at this location, as to not let there be too little or too much slack on the wires going to the PCM.
Be sure to use masking tape to hold the basic shape of the engine harness. As you progress
into the harness, you will find some ground wires that trace back to splice packs. Simply cut the
wire up close to the splice pack. Keep 1 or 2 ground wires for when you add the relays and
diagnostic port, you will need a ground. As I get up to where wires branch out, I will follow that
branch out, remove any wires going into it, then tape that branch back up. Only doing one
branch at a time. You can start to cut and label the pink wires from C2 Underhood. See this link
and look for the wires highlighted in BLUE. You may find it easier to use a digital volt-ohm
meter set to continuity beep mode, in finding where each pink wire goes. This is pretty standard
across all Vortec 4. Only remove one color at a time. Red and Blue CAN be mixed up. Custom 5.
Clean layout. I either shortened or lengthened almost every wire in the harness for this
modification. Helpful tips for harness modification. Each wire is also removed from the harness.
The above harness installed in the vehicle. PCM, Fuse Block, etc Here you will find information
on various LT1's, LS1's, and Vortec Truck engines I have installed or helped to install in many
different vehicles. Please ask any questions you may have, I try to answer everyone's
questions. If you have a stock truck with a security problem I can also take care of that with this
service. The system was also on the 5. I can disable this system to prevent oil consumption,
and prevent future lifter failure. I have information on this page about mechanical repair if
you've already had a failure. Click on the link for more info on this service. Please do not skip
this page, even if you are only looking for programming. Check out my Vortec Swap. In I
installed an 01 Vortec cubic inch fuel injected Big Block Chevy with custom DIY closed loop fuel

injection system and distributor-less ignition. I installed a ZZ cam. Two weeks later a piston fell
apart and the sent a rod out the oil pan and is now out of the truck, here's some pictures of the
destruction. Here's the Vortec 6. Megasquirt controlling fuel and spark, same as the above. I
have now come across a Vortec 5. Click Vortec 5. I test ran the engine on an engine stand using
Ethanol made from a moonshine still. I used Megasquirt for fuel and ignition control. Vortec 5.
All ignition and fuel control comes from Megasquirt II. This was my very first fuel injected swap.
The LT1 and the car are now gone, bu t I' ve left all the information!! Included on this page is the
VATS page, showing how to byp ass GM's anti-theft system used in many early 90's vehicles.
My '67 Chevy Page has a little info about my pickup. I've done disc brake and 5 lug conversion.
Links includes other sites I found useful during my LT1 swap. If you have any questions or
comments about the website or maybe your own engine swap, please E-Mail me! There should
be enough here to get you going in the right direction. Some of these I have pictures of
completed harnesses I have modified for easy installation. I have a lot of pictures so please be
patient and let them load. If you find this information useful, or have suggestion on something
to add, let me know , I will try to get it done. My goal is to help the hobbyist to be able to
complete a harness transformation by them self. I would only hope you send the PCM to me
when it comes time for it. I do not charge for ANY information. Sample schematic similar to what
you may see in the following pages. This may help you to learn how to read the schematics.
New page on Air Conditioning Controls! For parts list for fuse block, obd2 diagnostic port, and
wiring instructions, click here! Typical 'External' Connections This is so the PCM can remember
learned information about the engine over time. This includes idle control, fuel trims, and
transmission adapts. This is what 'powers up' the PCM. Even the COIL wire on some of those
went dead when cranking. After cranking, power was restored to the coil through a resistor,
lowering voltage to 6 volts. The signal is only present for two seconds at key on. Fuel pump
operation resumes when cranking over. So, if there is a condition where there is a bad crank
sensor, fuel pump will come on, turn off, and will not turn on when cranking. However, the
signal needed is opposite how you're brake lights work. If you vehicle was equipped with a
lockup trans to begin with, you probably already have the proper normally closed switch
mounted by your brake light switch. If you do not, you can use a relay to perform the same
thing. There are then a normally open leg and a normally closed leg on the relay and a supply.
PCM can be programmed to match tire size and axle ratio for you're swap, so this signal is
calibrated. The stock LS tach signal is 4 cylinder type signal. This can be programmed as 4, 6,
or 8 cylinder signal. How to wire up a fan relay Relay coil draws less then 1 amp. Make sure the
ground for the cooling fan is a good one, also ensure there is a good ground from the battery side to the frame. This uses a 5 terminal relay for the on on the right in this schematic. When the
HIGH speed kicks in, it removes power from the first relay. This prevents power from being
applied to both wires of the fan at the same time. Here are some pictures of a typical automotive
relay that can be found at most parts stores. Our stock harnesses are 4 feet from the rear of
engine passenger side. An engine management harness is pretty much what you will find from
most wiring harness companies. Basically, it contains all of the necessary functions to make
the engine start and run, while also supplying any necessary signals from the computer such as
speedometer and tachometer. There are no main power feeds required for this harness, just a
single switched ignition power will switch a relay in the harness that in turn, supplies 12V power
to all of the required engine sensors and the ECU. These harnesses are designed for the hot
rod, or project car that will be using aftermarket or mechanical gauges. There is no wiring for oil
or temperature gauges since the aftermarket
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usually supplies sending units and wiring for these. All of our harnesses, whether it is a
complete custom harness, or our engine management harness, come with an easily accessible
DLC Data Link Connector that is usually long enough to be mounted in the passenger
compartment. This allows for easy access to the ECU via a laptop or standard scan tool.
Harnesses come covered in standard OE split loom. Optional braided loom available for an
extra charge. All of the fuses and relays are labeled on the underside of the covers just like a
factory vehicle. You must be logged in to post a review. Built From Scratch Stand Alone Engine
Harness An engine management harness is pretty much what you will find from most wiring
harness companies. Reviews There are no reviews yet. Select Your Options. Tags: engine
harness , engine swap , harness , lt1 , lt1 harness , stand alone , swap , wiring , wiring harness.
Choose an option None Manual 4L60E. Choose an option Yes No. Choose an option No Yes
Clear.

